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Abstract: The magnetic and transport properties of pulsed laser-deposited Co100−x–Cux thin films
were tailored through their nano-morphology and composition by controlling for the deposition
geometry, namely normal or oblique deposition, and their Cu content. All films were composed
of an amorphous Co matrix and a textured growth of Cu nanocrystals, whose presence and size
d increased as x increased. For x = 50, all films were superparamagnetic, regardless of deposition
geometry. The normally deposited films showed no in-plane magnetic anisotropy. On the contrary,
controllable in-plane uniaxial magnetic anisotropy in both direction and magnitude was generated in
the obliquely deposited films. The magnetic anisotropy field Hk remained constant for x = 0, 5 and 10,
Hk ≈ 35 kAm−1, and decreased to 28 and 26 kAm−1 for x = 20 and 30, respectively. This anisotropy
had a magnetostatic origin due to a tilted nano-sheet morphology. In the normally deposited films,
the coercive field Hc increased when x increased, from 200 (x = 0) to 1100 Am−1 (x = 30). In contrast,
in obliquely deposited films, Hc decreased from 1500 (x = 0) to 100 Am−1 (x = 30) as x increased.
Activation energy spectra corresponding to structural relaxation phenomena in obliquely deposited
films were obtained from transport property measurements. They revealed two peaks, which also
depended on their nano-morphology and composition.

Keywords: magnetic thin films; nano-morphology; magnetic anisotropy; transport properties;
structural relaxation; activation energy spectra; pulsed laser deposition; Scanning Tunneling
Microscopy (STM)

1. Introduction

Magnetic thin films are extensively studied owing to their suitability for numerous
scientific and technological devices [1–4]. These films have a broad range of applications in
ultra-high frequency devices, data storage, write–read heads, and in microelectromechani-
cal systems, such as sensors, actuators, micromotors, etc. [5–7]. In particular, the control of
the magnetic properties of thin films via the deposition techniques allows for the optimiza-
tion of these applications. Certainly, the nano-structure, nano-morphology, films composi-
tion, use of buffer or capping layers, etc. can be precisely tailored during the growth, thus
influencing the magnetic behavior [8–12]. Among these techniques, physical vapor depo-
sition ones are extensively used [13–16]. In particular, using the Pulsed Laser Deposition
(PLD) technique, we fabricated ferromagnetic Co and Co-rich thin films with a distinctive
and particular nano-morphology observed by HRTEM: They are formed by tilted nano-
sheets, whose dimensions are between ≈2.5 and 5 nm thick, between ≈30–100 nm wide and
≈200–300 nm long, with an inter-sheet distance of ≈1–2 nm and tilted ≈55–60 deg. with
respect to the film plane, values that depend on the element accompanying the Co [17–19].
This special nano-morphology confers them numerous anisotropic physical properties such
as magnetic, electrical, transport, optical and mechanical properties [17–23].
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Ferromagnetic Co–Cu materials are widely used due to their interesting magnetic and
transport properties; these properties are affected by the shape and nanostructure of the
materials (among other parameters) and can be controlled by deposition techniques [24–32]
(and references therein). These Co–Cu materials are known to be suitable for devices used,
for example, in microelectronics and telecommunication [6], ultra-high energy storage
systems [33], spintronics applications [34], magneto-resistive sensors [35,36] or catalytic
applications [37,38].

In this work, we present the magnetic properties of Co-rich PLD Co–Cu thin films.
We shall show the influence in their magnetic and transport behavior of (i) the deposition
parameters, specifically the angle of incidence during deposition, i.e., normal deposition or
oblique deposition and (ii) the Cu content. The values of the in-plane uniaxial magnetic
anisotropy field, coercive field and magnetization processes, as well as the activation
energy spectra corresponding to the temperature-induced structural relaxation processes—
linked to their nano-structure and nano-morphology and composition—will be analyzed
and discussed.

2. Experimental Procedures

Thin films of Co–Cu were grown in a PLD stainless-steel chamber at a base pressure
of 10−6 mbar. A pulsed Nd–YAG laser with λ = 1064 nm, 20 Hz repetition rate, 6 ns pulse
and an energy of 200 mJ/pulse in the target’s spot, ≈6 mm2 in area, laser fluence 3.3 J/cm2,
was introduced into the chamber through a quartz window. The angle of incidence of the
laser beam on the target was 45 degrees. We fabricated a circular target, 25 mm in diameter,
formed by two circular sectors of Co and Cu, both 99.9% pure. We labeled the films as
Co100−x–Cux where x is the area of the Cu sector with respect to the total area of the target,
varying as x = 0, 5, 10, 20, 30 and 50. This target always rotated at 32 rpm. Based on our
previous works, a target revolving 32 turns per min ensured that the target composition
transferred sufficiently well to the deposited films. It is also known that stoichiometry can
be preserved in PLD processes by controlling for parameters such as, e.g., laser fluence,
substrate temperature, background gas pressure [13,39]. In these Co–Cu samples, the
dispersion of Cu in Co was confirmed by the experimental results that will be shown below.
Before each deposition, the target was mechanically polished with carbide grinding paper
to always initiate the ablation–deposition under the same conditions, since the surface
of the target influences the morphological and structural properties of the films [13,40].
The election of 32 rpm also ensured that no damage of the target surface occurred that
could significantly affect the properties of the samples studied in this work. The target-to-
substrate distance was 62 mm. The substrates were glass discs, 7 mm in diameter, 0.12 mm
in thickness, and rectangular pieces of monocrystalline (111) Si ≈ 20 × 8 mm2 in area and
450 µm in thickness. All of them were cleaned in pure methanol prior to the deposition.

A detailed description on the relative arrangement and spatial symmetries of the laser
beam, the target and the substrates for the oblique deposition can be found in Reference [17].
The substrates were placed along the generatrix of a cone, allowing for deposition at an
oblique angle of incidence θi = 55 deg. (see Figure 1). For a deposition time of 30 min,
the thickness of the pure Co films was (80 ± 10) nm, as we determined by atomic force
microscopy. Simultaneously, other substrates were placed in the cone but at an angle
θi = 0 deg., that is, for normal deposition. During deposition, a custom-made system
permitted the substrate holder to rotate at 72 rpm with respect to its symmetry axis, which
allowed for the production of highly homogeneous samples. A thickness of (140 ± 10) nm
corresponded to these Co normally deposited films.

The surface nano-morphology of the samples was studied by Scanning Tunneling
Microscopy (STM) and the images have been adapted using a Nanotec software [41].

The structure of the samples was investigated by X-ray diffraction (XRD) in the grazing
incidence mode (angle 1.0◦), with Cu Kα radiation operating at 40 kV and 35 mA and a
scan step of 0.1◦. The background signals corresponding to the Si substrate were subtracted
from all of the spectra.
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Figure 1. Schematic drawing. (a) Top view of the Co100−x–Cux target formed by two circular sectors, 
one of Co and one of Cu. x is the Cu sector area with respect to the total area of the target. The target 
rotated at 32 rpm. x was varied at 0, 5, 10, 20, 30 and 50. (b) Substrate holder and substrates: Sub-
strates of glass and Si (111) were placed in the generatrix of the substrate holder (cone), allowing for 
deposition at an oblique angle of incidence θi = 55 deg. Simultaneously, substrates were placed in 
the cone at θi = 0 deg. for normal deposition. The cone rotated at 72 rpm. 

The surface nano-morphology of the samples was studied by Scanning Tunneling 
Microscopy (STM) and the images have been adapted using a Nanotec software [41]. 

The structure of the samples was investigated by X-ray diffraction (XRD) in the graz-
ing incidence mode (angle 1.0°), with Cu Kα radiation operating at 40 kV and 35 mA and 
a scan step of 0.1°. The background signals corresponding to the Si substrate were sub-
tracted from all of the spectra. 

The films were magnetically characterized by measuring the M–H hysteresis loops at 
room temperature with a Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (VSM). The magnetic field was 
applied in the plane of the films. By rotating the film in the magnetic field around the 
normal of its plane, it was possible to find the in-plane easy and hard directions of mag-
netization. The magnetic anisotropy field, Hk (Hk = 2k/μ0Ms, with k as the anisotropy con-
stant and μ0Ms as the saturation magnetization), was determined from the crossover of 
the hard loop. The samples were also magnetically characterized by measuring their hys-
teresis loops with the magnetic field applied perpendicularly to their plane. 

Magnetooptical M–H hysteresis loops were measured by means of the Transversal 
Magnetooptical Kerr Effect (MOKE). The AC magnetic field (77 Hz) was created with two 
Helmholtz coils. The magnetic field was applied in the plane of the films. A home-built 
system permitted the rotation of the samples around an axis perpendicular to their plane, 
allowing to find the in-plane easy and hard directions for the magnetization. 

The samples were annealed at 270 °C in a dynamic Ar atmosphere. Once the films 
reached this temperature, they were removed from the hot region of the furnace. Their 
M–H loops were then measured at room temperature. This temperature was chosen be-
cause knowing that the Co films lost their magnetic anisotropy after being heated at this 

Figure 1. Schematic drawing. (a) Top view of the Co100−x–Cux target formed by two circular sectors,
one of Co and one of Cu. x is the Cu sector area with respect to the total area of the target. The
target rotated at 32 rpm. x was varied at 0, 5, 10, 20, 30 and 50. (b) Substrate holder and substrates:
Substrates of glass and Si (111) were placed in the generatrix of the substrate holder (cone), allowing
for deposition at an oblique angle of incidence θi = 55 deg. Simultaneously, substrates were placed in
the cone at θi = 0 deg. for normal deposition. The cone rotated at 72 rpm.

The films were magnetically characterized by measuring the M–H hysteresis loops
at room temperature with a Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (VSM). The magnetic field
was applied in the plane of the films. By rotating the film in the magnetic field around
the normal of its plane, it was possible to find the in-plane easy and hard directions of
magnetization. The magnetic anisotropy field, Hk (Hk = 2k/µ0Ms, with k as the anisotropy
constant and µ0Ms as the saturation magnetization), was determined from the crossover
of the hard loop. The samples were also magnetically characterized by measuring their
hysteresis loops with the magnetic field applied perpendicularly to their plane.

Magnetooptical M–H hysteresis loops were measured by means of the Transversal
Magnetooptical Kerr Effect (MOKE). The AC magnetic field (77 Hz) was created with two
Helmholtz coils. The magnetic field was applied in the plane of the films. A home-built
system permitted the rotation of the samples around an axis perpendicular to their plane,
allowing to find the in-plane easy and hard directions for the magnetization.

The samples were annealed at 270 ◦C in a dynamic Ar atmosphere. Once the films
reached this temperature, they were removed from the hot region of the furnace. Their
M–H loops were then measured at room temperature. This temperature was chosen
because knowing that the Co films lost their magnetic anisotropy after being heated at
this temperature [18], one of our aims for the present work was investigating the possible
influence of Cu content in that behavior.

The dependence of the electrical resistance R of the samples on temperature, from
room temperature to 450 ◦C, was measured in a home-made system placed inside a furnace.
To avoid oxidation phenomena, the films were kept in a dynamic inert Ar atmosphere
during the whole process. The heating rate was 10 ◦C·min−1. R(T) was measured between
two contacts separated by 4.5 mm.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Co100−x–Cux Obtained by Normal Deposition: Structure and Magnetic Properties

We first present the results obtained for the normally deposited samples, from now on
labeled as 0 deg. films.

With regard to their structure, we refer to the XRD measurements shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. (a–g) XRD measurements of normally deposited Co100−x–Cux thin films, including those
of pure Co and pure Cu films. x is the proportion of Cu on the target surface. The insets in (a,b)
show the spectra corresponding to the Co and Cu crystalline targets used for the deposition. The
peaks corresponding to the Co (100), Co (002) and Co (101) (in increasing order of the Bragg angle)
are visualized in the (a) inset and those of Cu (111) and Cu (002) are visible in (b) inset. (c–g) The
crystalline Cu peaks detected in the films with x = 5, 10, 20, 30 and 50 are indexed and marked with a
black arrow, (θideposition = 0 deg.).

The Co film, Figure 2a, displayed the characteristic halo of an amorphous or nano-
crystalline material. We used the Scherrer’s formula [42] to estimate the average size of
the nano-crystallites, d = 0.9λ/Bcosθ, with λ as the wavelength of the X-ray beam, B as the
line broadening at half the maximum intensity and θ as the Bragg angle. We calculated
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d ≈ 1.2 nm for Co nano-crystallites, which is in accordance with our previous studies (by
transmission electron microscopy) of similar Co samples [43]. On the contrary, the pure
Cu film spectrum, Figure 2b, revealed some correspondence with the crystalline nature
of the target: The two principal peaks corresponding to diffraction from the Cu (111)
and (200) planes of the fcc structure were present, although slightly shifted (0.2 deg.) to
smaller diffraction angles. This could be indicative of small residual strains in the samples.
Scherrer’s formula gave a value of d ≈ 11.4 nm for the Cu (111) crystallites, which produced
the most intense peak.

For x = 5, it was observed that the crystalline peak corresponded to the Cu (111)
planes; moreover, its intensity increased notably as the Cu content increased (Figure 2c–g).
There was also a progressive increase in the peak intensity of the (200) planes as Cu was
incorporated in the Co matrix, but this peak was less intense than that corresponding to
the (111) peak, observing a texture in the Cu growth. Estimation of the size of the Cu
grains corresponding to the (111) planes gave d ≈ 7.9 nm for x = 5, d ≈ 11.8 nm for x = 10,
d ≈ 15.3 nm for x = 20, d ≈ 18.8 nm for x = 30, and for x = 50, d ≈ 22.5 nm. These data
confirmed that in Co100−x–Cux films, Cu nano-crystallites grew more easily than those of
Co. It was already noted above that pure Co films grew amorphous, while pure Cu films
exhibited crystalline peaks, see Figure 2a,b. Thus, in agreement with what was expected
from the deposition of the samples, a dispersion of nano-crystallites of Cu was found in the
Co matrix, whose proportion and size increased as the concentration of Cu in the target
(and hence in the films) increased.

Figure 3 shows the in-plane hysteresis loops corresponding to these samples.
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Figure 3. (a–f) VSM in-plane hysteresis loops corresponding to normally deposited Co100−x–Cux

films, magnetized into two mutually perpendicular directions. x is the proportion of Cu on the target
surface. The solid lines are visual guides. (f) Note the different loops of the sample with x = 50 and
the different scales in both, m and µ0H, (θideposition = 0 deg.).
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From these M–H loops, their in-plane isotropic magnetic behavior was deduced. Those
corresponding to x = 0, 5, 10 and 20 were soft magnetically, with high magnetic susceptibility,
high remanence and low coercive fields, Hc. This increased from Hc = 200 Am−1 for Co to
Hc = 400 Am−1 for x = 20. Moreover, these facts were observed: For x = 30, the magnetic
saturation was not reached as easily as for the samples with lower Cu content (see inset in
Figure 3e); the ratio remanent magnetic moment/maximum magnetic moment mr/mmax.
was only ≈0.50, while for the other samples, it was between ≈0.7–0.8. Hc corresponding
to this sample increased significantly with respect to the other ones: Hc = 1110 Am−1 for
x = 30. In addition, the film corresponding to x = 50, Figure 3f, displayed a completely
different behavior, superparamagnetic-like [44]. This film was not magnetically saturated in
an applied magnetic field of 1.7 T and both the remanence and the coercive field were zero.

The soft magnetic behavior of these films was corroborated by MOKE measurements.
Figure 4a,b shows some MOKE loops of the x = 0, 5, 20 and 30 samples. The film corre-
sponding to x = 30 was not as soft as the other ones, which also confirmed the behavior
shown in the VSM loops. Figure 4c shows the dependence of Hc with x. These values were
obtained from these MOKE loops, and they were similar to those corresponding to the VSM
loops. Noteworthy, Hc increased with x, especially for x = 20 and 30, which was coincident
with the increase of the size d of the Cu grains, especially for those corresponding to the
Cu (111) planes deduced from Figure 2. Figure 4d shows dependence of Hc with d.
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Figure 4. MOKE loops of Co100−x–Cux normally deposited films (a) x = 0, 5, and 20. (b) x = 30. x is the
proportion of Cu on the target surface. (c) Evolution of the coercive field Hc with x. (d) Dependence
of Hc with the average size of the Cu grains that correspond mainly to Cu (111). The x = 50 film
(d = 22.5 nm) is shown as non-ferromagnetic. The lines are visual guides, (θideposition = 0 deg.).
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The values of the spontaneous magnetization µ0Ms of each sample were deduced by
measuring the saturation magnetic field when applying the field in the direction perpen-
dicular to the plane of the films [45]. Figure 5a,b shows the measurements corresponding
to the x = 0 and x = 50 films, respectively. It is seen that the Co film was saturated for a
field ≈ 1.4 T; meanwhile, the x = 50 film did not reach saturation even for an applied field
of 1.8 T, confirming its superparamagnetic-like behavior. Figure 5c shows the values of
µ0Ms measured for the all of the Co100−x–Cux films. An almost linear dependence of µ0Ms
with the Cu content could be assumed. The values of the maximum magnetic moment
measured by applying a magnetic field of 0.01 T in the plane of the films are also plotted in
Figure 5.
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Figure 5. M–H loops corresponding to Co100−x–Cux normally deposited films. The loops were
obtained by applying the magnetic field in the direction perpendicular to the plane of the films.
(a) x = 0, pure Co; (b) x = 50, with a superparamagnetic behavior. Note the different values in the
magnetic moment scale in (a,b). x is the proportion of Cu on the target surface. (c) Evolution with
x of the saturated in-plane magnetic moment measured by applying a magnetic field of 0.01 T and
evolution of the spontaneous magnetization µ0Ms with x measured by applying the magnetic field
perpendicularly to the plane of the films. The dotted lines are visual guides, (θideposition = 0 deg.).

3.2. Co100−x–Cux Obtained by Oblique Deposition: Structure, Nano-Morphology, Magnetic and
Transport Properties

Figure 6 shows the XRD spectra of obliquely deposited Co100−x–Cux, from now on
labeled as 55 deg. films, including those of pure Co and pure Cu thin films. From the point
of view of the X-ray measurements, the 55 deg. Co sample was similar to the 0 deg. Co
sample, since both presented the characteristic broad halo of an amorphous-like material.
This agreed with our previous results [17,18]. The two principal peaks corresponding to
the Bragg angle of Cu (111) and Cu (200) planes were seen in the Cu film spectrum, similar
also to the 55 deg. sample, which, although noteworthy, the calculated value here for the
Cu (111) crystallites was ≈9.5 nm, smaller than 11.4 nm, which was found for the 0 deg.
Cu film.

The Co100−x–Cux film with x = 5 was amorphous or nano-crystalline, similar to that
of Co, see Figure 6c. When x increased to x = 10, 20, 30 and 50, traces of Cu crystallites
were observed, see Figure 6d–g. Especially for the x = 20, 30 and 50 samples, the peaks
corresponding to the Bragg angles from the (111) and (200) planes were well visible. For
the x = 20 sample, the estimated size of the Cu (111) crystallites was d ≈ 5.7 nm, increasing
to ≈10.7 nm for the x = 30 sample and to ≈17.1 nm for the x = 50 film. Therefore, as x
increased from x = 20 to 30 and to 50, the average size of d increased markedly. In these
samples, texture could also be inferred, as the (111) peak was more intense than the (200)
one, as in the case of the pure Cu film. In all of the Co–Cu films in which the peaks were
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detectable, the small shift (≈0.1 deg.) toward smaller diffraction angles (with respect to the
corresponding Bragg angle of the Cu (111) planes) could also indicate slight tensile strains
during deposition.

Comparing this with the results of Figure 2, we first deduced that the growth of larger
grains of Cu, and even their growth in samples with a smaller proportion of Cu (x = 5 and
x = 10), was easier in the 0 deg. films.

Figure 7 shows the surface nano-morphology corresponding to the obliquely deposited
Co100−x–Cux sample with x = 30. In this Figure, the STM image corresponding to the
normally deposited sample with x = 30, that is, θi = 0 deg., has been included for comparison.
It is seen in Figure 7d that the surface of the obliquely deposited film showed structures like
nano-strings oriented perpendicular to the incidence plane of the plasma during deposition.
This nano-morphology must correspond to the surface of nano-sheets, in accordance with
our previous studies on pure Co [17,20,21] and on Co–V and Co–Zn films [19]. On the other
hand, for normally deposited samples, see Figure 7a, there are no surface nano-strings
(nor inner nano-sheets) but a random distribution of grains, also in agreement with our
previous works on pure Co films [19,20].

In previous works [17–23], we showed that PLD Co and Co-rich thin films obtained at
oblique incidence exhibited a well-defined in-plane uniaxial magnetic anisotropy, UMA,
the origin of which we found to be magnetostatic because of their special morphology of
oblique nano-sheets [17]. In the present work, we next show that these obliquely deposited
Co–Cu films also displayed a clear UMA, see Figure 8, the easy direction of magnetization
being perpendicular to the incidence plane of the plasma during deposition. We measured
the magnetic anisotropy field, Hk, from the hard loops, hard loops without hysteresis, with
zero remanence and zero coercive field.

The 55 deg. Co–Cu samples displayed different magnetic properties with respect to
those of 0 deg. films. First, note the different scale of the applied magnetic field with respect
to that shown in Figure 3 (corresponding to the 0 deg. films). The only property in common
between the 55 deg. samples and the 0 deg. samples was the decrease from the beginning
(x = 5) of the magnetic moment (and the saturation magnetization) as x increased.

From the results of the magnetic anisotropy shown in Figure 8, we can deduce that
these Co–Cu samples were also formed by tilted nano-sheets in the same way as pure Co
and Co–MT (MT = V, Zn . . . ) films [17–19], since all of them were grown using the same
set-up and configuration, and all of them exhibited the same uniaxial magnetic anisotropy
(perpendicular to the incidence plane of the plasma during deposition). The results of
Figure 8 revealed that the UMA was controlled, in value and direction, during the growth
of the Co–Cu films; we found a decrease of ≈23% in the value of Hk with the Cu content
from x = 5 to x = 30, but it always maintained the same direction of the UMA.

The coercive field Hc measured in the easy direction decreased as x increased, from
Hc = 1500 Am−1 (x = 0) to Hc = 100 Am−1 (x = 30). These values of Hc were notably
lower than those of the anisotropy field Hk since the magnetization processes in the easy
direction corresponded to nucleation and displacements of magnetic walls, as we know
from our previous observation of the micro-structures of magnetic domains of similar Co
PLD films [20,45–47]. This dependence of Hc with x was opposite to that found for the
0 deg. samples for which Hc increased with x.

Figure 9 shows the dependence of Hk with x (bearing in mind that the superparamag-
netic sample x = 50 sample showed almost no magnetization and no UMA).

Figure 10a shows the MOKE loops (measured in the magnetization in-plane easy direction).
These MOKE loops confirmed the initial magnetization process by nucleation and

displacements of magnetic domain walls, and they also confirmed that the values of
Hc were similar in the two measurements, MOKE and VSM. These values are shown in
Figure 10b as a function of x. Figure 10c shows the evolution of Hc with the size of the Cu
nano-crystals. We assumed that both those corresponding to Cu (111) and Cu (200) were
almost zero for x = 0, 5 and 10, since in Figure 6, the peak detected with our diffractometer
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was small, corresponding to the Cu (200) planes in the sample x = 10. We deduced that the
average size of the nano-crystals should be around 1–2 nm.

The samples were annealed at 270 ◦C. As occurred in the pure Co samples [18], the
Co–Cu films underwent a remarkable modification in their magnetic properties. Figure 11
shows the M–H loops of some of them. Compared with Figure 8, it is seen that the UMA
disappeared after the heat-treatment and all of the samples became magnetically isotropic
in the plane (samples with x = 10 and 30 are not shown here).
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Figure 7. Surface topography corresponding to Co100−x–Cux samples. x is the proportion of Cu
on the target surface. x = 30. (a–c) For normally deposited film, θideposition = 0 deg.: (a) STM
image. (b) Cross-sectional profile of this surface and (c) schematic drawing of the film, including
the plasma direction (arrows). No nano-sheets are formed. (d–f) For obliquely deposited film,
θideposition = 55 deg.: (d) STM image of the surface. (e) Cross-sectional profile of this surface and
(f) schematic drawing of the film and the plasma direction. Tilted nano-sheets are formed, whose top
surfaces are revealed by STM.
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Figure 8. (a–f) VSM in-plane hysteresis loops corresponding to Co100−x–Cux series films with
different x. x is the proportion of Cu on the target surface. Hard direction for the magnetization—blue
square symbols; easy direction—red circle symbols. The solid lines are visual guides. The insets show
magnification of the loops in the easy direction. (f) x = 50. Note here, the different behavior and the
different scales on both the magnetic moment and applied magnetic field axes compared to the other
samples, (θideposition = 55 deg.).
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Figure 10. (a) MOKE loops, measured in the magnetization easy direction, corresponding to Co100−x–Cux

films with x = 0, 5 and 20. x is the proportion of Cu on the target surface. (b) Evolution of the
coercive field Hc with x. (c) Dependence of Hc with the average size of the Cu (111) grains. See
text for an explanation. The lines are visual guides. For x = 50, the samples are non-ferromagnetic,
(θideposition = 55 deg.).
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Figure 11. VSM in-plane hysteresis loops, measured at room temperature, corresponding to Co100−x–Cux

samples after annealing at 270 ◦C. x is the proportion of Cu on the target surface. (a) x = 5 and
(b) x = 20. The loops corresponding to the initial hard direction for the magnetization (blue square
symbols) and the initial easy direction (red circle symbols) are now equal. The solid lines are visual
guides, (θideposition = 55 deg.).
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The dependence of the electrical resistance, R, on temperature for different Co–Cu films
is shown in Figure 12. R was measured between two contacts in a direction perpendicular
to the longitudinal direction of the nano-sheets. An increase with x of the initial resistance
at room temperature, R0, was measured: the higher the Cu content, the higher the R0.
At 450 ◦C, the values of the resistance at room temperature became almost equal for
all of the samples (R ≈ 10–20 Ω). In this Figure 12, relaxation processes are visualized
as was expected for amorphous or nano-crystalline materials that were initially out of
thermodynamic equilibrium at room temperature [18,19]. These structural relaxation
processes were considered as irreversible processes of atoms’ diffusion from high energy
positions, which are metastable, to other atomic positions with lower energy or even to the
final stable crystalline structure with the lowest energy.

Figure 12 shows that R remained approximately constant up to temperatures of
≈150 ◦C; therefore, no indications of structural relaxation were detected from room temper-
ature to this temperature. The structure of the amorphous Co, and those of the amorphous
Co matrix with the Cu nanocrystals dispersed in it, was thermally stable up to ≈150 ◦C.
From ≈150 to 450 ◦C, R decreased with increasing temperature. For Co and for x = 5,
there was a change in the slope of the curve with a drop at ≈280 ◦C. This drop was almost
imperceptible in the x = 50 sample. Therefore, the relaxation processes of the Co samples
were affected by the higher or lower Cu content and should also be related to the different
nano-morphology of the samples. This suggested somewhat that for x > 20, the nano-sheet
morphology was not as well defined as it was for x = 0, 5 and 10 (in accordance with the
simultaneous decrease in Hk). This will be discussed in the next section.

We studied the energy required to cause structural relaxation processes as a function
of the Cu content in these Co–Cu films formed by oblique nano-sheets. For this purpose,
the activation energy spectra of the atomic processes that took place during annealing
were obtained using the Primark’s model [48], in the same way as we reported for Co,
Co-V and Co-Zn films [18,19]. The annealing temperature, T, was related to the activation
energy, E0, by the equation E0 = (kT/b) (ln (υ0T/Vs) − a), where k is the Boltzmann
constant, υ0 is the Debye frequency for single atom jumps (1012 s−1) [18,19,49] and Vs
is the annealing rate (0.17 K s−1). a and b are fitted parameters (in our case, a = 2.6
and b = 1.03) on account of the approximations detailed in References [49,50], that is,
(E0/kT + ln[(E0/kT) + 2] ≈ a + (E0/kT)b)) and taking the interval 0.5–2.5 eV, typical for
structural relaxation phenomena in amorphous materials [49]. The activation energy
spectrum was calculated using the variation of the resistance with temperature and the
equation p0 = (−1/R0)(dR/dT)(dE0/dT)−1, where p0 is the density of activated atoms
for each energy (measured in atoms/eV) and R0 is the value of the resistance in the as-
deposited state.

Figure 13 shows the calculations for some of the Co–Cu films. In the curves p0(E0), it
can be observed: first, the absence of activated states below a threshold energy E0 ≈ 1.2 eV.
Second, an increasing value of the density of activated atoms for each energy, p0, in the
energy interval from this threshold to the energy corresponding to the maximum value of
p0. Third, the existence of two peaks in these spectra whose energies depend on x.

The first peak appeared at E0 = 1.61 eV for Co and E0 = 1.62 eV for x = 5 (E0 = 1.63 eV
for x = 10, not included in the Figure). This first peak broadened for x = 20, with a similar
value, E0 = 1.67 eV, and finally, it disappeared for x = 50, see Figure 13d.

The second peak experienced a continuous linear shift to higher energies as x increased,
from 1.85 eV for Co to 2.16 eV for x = 30 (not shown in Figure 13). It also broadened as
x increased. For x = 50 there were no sharp peaks, except for a broad one centered at
E0 ≈ 1.7 eV.

The evolution of both peaks with x is represented in Figure 14. The first one remained
almost constant up to x = 30 and disappeared for x = 50. The second peak increased linearly
with x and also vanished when x = 50.
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Figure 12. Dependence of the resistance R on the temperature T corresponding to Co100−x–Cux

samples. x is the proportion of Cu on the target surface. (a) Co, (b) x = 5, (c) x = 20 and (d) x = 50. The
blue dashed arrows indicate the direction of temperature increase when measuring all of the curves.
The black arrows point to the first significant drop in the curves, almost not observed in (d) (see text
for an explanation), (θideposition = 55 deg.).
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Figure 13. Activation energy spectra of the processes that took place during annealing of Co100−x–Cux

films. x is the proportion of Cu on the target surface. The spectra were obtained from measurements
of the dependence of resistance on temperature. (a) Co, (b) x = 5, (c) x = 20 and (d) x = 50. The
dashed red line marks the position of the first peak for Co and the black one indicates the position of
the second peak for Co. The values of activation energy E0 for the different peaks and samples are
indicated, (θideposition = 55 deg.).
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3.3. Summary of Main Results and Final Discussion

The main results of this work are as follows:

(1) The existence of an in-plane uniaxial magnetic anisotropy (UMA) for the obliquely
deposited Co100−x–Cux films (55 deg. films);

(2) The loss of the UMA after annealing the obliquely deposited Co100−x–Cux films;
(3) For the 55 deg. films: The increase of the density of activated atoms for each energy,

p0, in the energy interval between a threshold energy and the energy of the maximum
value of p0, as observed in the activation energy spectra of the structural relaxation
processes, as well as a presence of two peaks whose energies and widths depended
on x. The energy corresponding to the first peak is almost constant for x = 0 to 30,
whereas the energy of the second peak increases linearly with x;

(4) The smaller size of the Cu nano-crystals in the 55 deg. samples with respect to those
present in the 0 deg. films;

(5) The decrease of the coercive field Hc with x for the 55 deg. films, in contrast with the
increase of Hc with x for the 0 deg. samples;

(6) The decrease of the coercive field Hc with the average size d of the Cu grains for the
55 deg. samples, in contrast with the increase of Hc with d for the 0 deg. samples;

(7) The superparamagnetic character of both 55 deg. and 0 deg. films for x = 50.

(1) The existence of an in-plane uniaxial magnetic anisotropy (UMA) for the obliquely deposited
Co100−x–Cux films, 55 deg. samples.

From X-ray diffraction, we found that the 55 deg. Co and the Co–Cu films exhibited
either an amorphous-like structure or a structure with well-visible Cu crystals whose
size, always in the nano-metric range, depended on the Cu content. All of these samples
exhibited a clear in-plane uniaxial magnetic anisotropy; thus, we discarded a magneto-
crystalline anisotropy as its origin. The magnetic anisotropy could be explained accounting
for a special nano-morphology that did not exist in the 0 deg. samples. According to our
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previous studies, we deduced that the morphology of both types of samples must had been
quite different, despite the similarity in their respective X-ray diffraction measurements.

From our former findings of obliquely deposited Co and Co-rich films [17–19] briefly
described above, we knew that the Co nano-sheets were ≈3.0–5.0 nm thick, ≈70 nm wide
and ≈200–300 nm long, with an inter-sheet distance of ≈1.0–2.5 nm and that they were
oriented perpendicular to the incidence plane of the plasma and tilted at an angle ≈ 60 deg.
with respect to the substrate plane. These oriented nano-sheets, with similar dimensions
and tilt angle, were also observed in oblique deposited Co–V and Co–Zn films [19]. There-
fore, we deduced that this nano-morphology was also present in the Co–Cu samples
studied in the present work, since we observed here the top surface of nano-sheets. Analo-
gously, we attribute here the origin of the magnetic anisotropy of these Co–Cu films to a
shape anisotropy, whose origin lies in the growth, during deposition, of tilted nano-sheets,
similar to those described above. Note that for these Co–Cu films, we found the same easy
direction for the magnetization as in the previous Co and Co–MT samples (MT = V, Cr, Hf,
Zn, Cd . . . ) [17,19]. This assumption on the origin of the anisotropy was as well based on
the fact that the technique for depositing the Co–Cu films was the same as the one used in
our previous works in terms of our special experimental set-up [17–23].

Hence, in accordance with these previous observations, with the X-ray analysis
(Figure 6), with the observation of the surface of nano-sheets, revealed as nano-strings
oriented perpendicular to the incidence plane of the plasma during deposition (Figure 7)
and therefore with the deduction of the presence of tilted nano-sheets, and, we could
conclude that, in the case of θideposition = 55 deg., the Co100−x–Cux films with x = 0, 5 and 10
had an amorphous structure or small nano-crystals of Co and Cu with 1 or 2 nm in size and
by magnetostatic considerations, the nano-sheets forced the magnetization to be located in
the longitudinal direction of the nano-sheets. Note that this fact coincided with both, the
almost absence of Cu peaks (nor Co) and the nearly constant value of the anisotropy field,
Hk for the three compositions (Figures 6–9). The decrease in the value of Hk for the films
with x = 20 and 30 was attributed to the growth of the non-magnetic Cu crystals whose
size (between ≈5 and 11 nm), placement and orientation must have been such that they
hindered the alignment of the magnetic moments of Co along the longitudinal direction of
the nano-sheets. The presence of textured Cu nano-crystals in the (111) directions, increas-
ing in number and size, probably weakened the nano-sheet structure, thus decreasing the
UMA. This misalignment was greater for the more Cu in the samples. The specific location
of the Cu atoms could be of importance, not only for the values of Hk, but also for the loss
of that UMA observed in the annealed samples: We already demonstrated that the loss of
the anisotropic properties after heating the samples was highly dependent on the position
of the non-magnetic atoms [19]. Our studies on similar Co–Zn films in the as-deposited
state showed that the nano-sheets contained principally Co (≈Co98%–Zn2%) inside the
nano-sheets. In the inter-nano-sheet spaces, a relative proportion ≈ Co93%–Zn7%, was
measured. Furthermore, a high proportion of Zn was beneath the nano-sheets in the lower
region of the films. Since these Co–Cu films behaved similarly to the Co–Zn ones in terms
of the presence of UMA in the as-deposited state and the subsequent loss of this UMA
after annealing, we can think that the location of the non-magnetic Cu grains must have
been similar to the location of the non-magnetic Zn grains in the Co–Zn samples, being
segregated from the Co nano-sheet structure. We could also consider that this possible
placement of Cu below the Co nano-sheets could be more noticeable the higher the Cu
content in the films because, for x ≥ 20, the Cu grains had an average size much larger than
the distance between two consecutive nano-sheets. This hinders the percolation of Co (and
even more the formation of nano-sheets), the film being non-magnetic for x = 50.

In contrast, the normally deposited Co–Cu films did not exhibit UMA, as these samples
did not have a morphology of nano-sheets (as we have shown in Figure 7a). Our PLD
0 deg. Co films also had small nano-crystals (measuring 1 or 2 nm), but they randomly
oriented and homogenously distributed in the film [17,42], and neither nano-sheets nor
UMA were observed in these films [17,18]. This magnetic anisotropy was not present in
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0 deg. Co–MT films (MT = V, Zn, Cd, Hf, Cu, Cr . . . ) [17]. As occurred in the case of the
obliquely deposited films, the normally deposited films also lost their ferromagnetism for
x between 30 and 50.

(2) The loss of the UMA after annealing the obliquely deposited Co100−x–Cux films.
The loss of the UMA in the all of the Co–Cu films (shown in Figure 11 for some of

them) could be ascribed to the transformation of their nano-sheet morphology. Certainly,
as we showed in Ref. [18], the nano-sheets present in as-deposited Co samples endured
a significant transformation after annealing at 270 ◦C; although somehow still showing a
pattern of oblique Co nano-sheets, the separation between them decreased and the nano-
sheets merged. A coalescence-like process occurred, the nano-sheets of Co approached
each other, coming into the contact between them [18]. This nano-morphological process
of the extinction of oriented nano-sheets was simultaneous to the disappearance of the
uniaxial anisotropic behavior of several physical parameters, including the magnetic one.
Furthermore, a similar process of disappearance of the nano-sheets in annealed Co-Zn
films allowed us to attribute the loss of the UMA to this loss of the tilted nano-sheets as
well [19]. Thus, we could assume here a similar process for the Co–Cu films. In conclusion,
the most important fact with respect to the anisotropic properties loss at this temperature
was the loss of the nano-sheet morphology after their coalescence process.

(3) For the 55 deg. films: The increase of the density of activated atoms for each energy, p0,
in the energy interval between a threshold energy and the energy of the maximum value of p0, as
observed in the activation energy spectra of the structural relaxation processes, as well as a presence
of two peaks whose energies and widths depended on x. The energy corresponding to the first peak is
almost constant for x = 0 to 30, whereas the energy of the second peak increases linearly with x.

The differences in these structural relaxation phenomena among the different films
reflected in the p0(E0) curves shown in Figure 13 could be associated with their nano-sheets
morphology, and this dependence on x could also be understood as a directional relaxation.
The continuous increase in p0 corresponding to the energy interval from the threshold
energy E0 ≈ 1.2 eV to just before the first peak appearance must have corresponded to the
transformations of the nano-sheets probably present in the samples.

As we previously demonstrated [18], in the absence of nano-sheets (in normally
deposited films) this continuous increase in p0 did not exist. It was reasonable to think
that these transformations were probably initiated in the space among the nano-sheets,
corresponding to relaxations within the metastable amorphous state of atoms, or clusters of
atoms located in this space, giving rise to coalescence between nano-sheets. This produced
contact between the nano-sheets, and thus they deteriorated. We could deduce from
Figure 13 that the larger x was, the earlier this process of nano-sheets coalescence started.
Certainly, comparing the curves in this energy range, E0 ≈ 1.2 and 1.56 eV, it was observed
that samples with x ≥ 20 exhibited a greater increase in the p0 values than samples with
x ≤ 10. In accordance with previous findings in similar Co-Zn films [19], this fact could also
be favored by the presumable localization of the larger Cu grains beneath the nano-sheets,
acting as a “buffer layer” and easing the contact among the nano-sheets.

It was also shown in Figure 13 that the energy corresponding to the first peak remained
almost constant. This peak could be attributed to the relaxation of amorphous Co located
in the inner parts of the nano-sheets, or of Co surrounded by some small Cu nano-crystals
(undetectable by our X-ray measurements), i.e., relaxation processes without Co (or Cu)
growth. The decrease of E0 from 1.61 to 0 eV from x = 30 to 50 could be principally linked to
the weakness of the nano-sheets due to the presence of larger Cu grains and to the presence
of isolated Co clusters; in these cases, the relaxation phenomena were not as directional
but were more isotropic. This fact was supported by the width of this first peak, see again
Figure 13. The more Cu content, the wider the peak was (the limit was the spectrum
corresponding to x = 50, there was no peak).

The second peak in the spectra, visible at higher energies compared to the energies
corresponding to the first one, was due to the crystallization processes of Co (and to a lesser
extent of Cu). The displacement of the peak to higher energies as x increased was caused by
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the greater difficulty of percolation and growth of the Co grains as the Cu content increased.
There was a “limit” for the x = 50 sample in which the as-deposited amorphous Co could
not easily grow and crystallize, with the small nano-crystals remaining isolated from their
neighbors, in spite of the energy given to the system upon annealing. This displacement of
this second peak was not directly associated with the nano-sheets but was essentially to
the Cu content since it is believed that, for those high energies, the nano-sheets no longer
existed in these Co–Cu samples, in accordance with our previous results on Co and Co–Zn
films [18,19].

(4) The smaller size of the Cu nano-crystals in the 55 deg. samples with respect to those present
in the 0 deg. films.

The greater ease of nano-crystal growth must be related to the kinetics of nucleation
and the films deposition–growth process. In the 0 deg. samples, nano-crystal growth
and grain coalescence during films deposition was favored because the nucleation centers
were randomly distributed, without shadowing effects. This also promoted not only their
growth in samples with smaller x (x = 0, 5 and 10) but also their larger size. Note also that
this larger size was measured in pure Cu films, not only in Co–Cu films.

(5) and (6) The decrease of the coercive field Hc with x for the 55 deg. films, in contrast
with the increase of Hc with x for the 0 deg. samples and the decrease of Hc with the
average size d of the Cu grains for the 55 deg. samples, in contrast with the increase of Hc
with d for the 0 deg. samples.

This must also be linked to the different nano-morphologies generated during the
growth of the samples. In both cases (55 and 0 deg. samples), when Cu crystals were
recognizable, the qualitative evolution of Hc with x was similar to the evolution of Hc with
the d. These results are shown together as a summary in Figure 15 to ease the comparison.
In this Figure, and for x = 0, 5 and 10 in the 55 deg. samples, the grain size were assumed to
be almost zero, as seen in Figure 15c, since we only measured a small peak corresponding
to Cu(200) planes for x = 10, with nano-crystals around 1–2 nm in size.

In the 55 deg. pure Co sample, the inter-nano-sheet spaces, ≈2 nm [18] could act
as voids or “non-magnetic inclusions”, hindering the nucleation and displacements of
the magnetic domain walls. This was because when a wall contains such inclusions, the
wall energy is reduced because its area decreases; thus, the wall tends to stay anchored,
requiring the application of higher magnetic fields to move the walls [51] (p. 302). As the
proportion and size of Cu grains increased, assuming that they were mainly located on the
bottom surfaces of the samples, it would decrease the volume occupied by the nano-sheets;
consequently, the coercive field Hc progressively decreased, see Figure 15a–c.

In contrast, in the absence of inclined nano-sheet morphology in the 0 deg. films,
Hc increased with both x and d, as seen in Figure 15d,e. In this case, the immiscibility of
Cu in Co played a crucial role as a structural singularity for the movement of magnetic
domain walls, as the walls tend to become attached to the non-magnetic particles. These
walls were in an amorphous-nanocrystalline Co matrix with randomly distributed non-
magnetic Cu clusters increasing in size as Cu content increased, Figure 15f. These grains
increased the number of domain wall pinning sites. Consequently, the coercivity Hc
increased substantially.

(7) The superparamagnetic character of both 55 and 0 deg. films for x = 50.
This superparamagnetic behavior appeared due to the nanometer size of the individual

Co clusters, each of which behaved as an isolated magnetic entity with a high net magnetiza-
tion [44]. This magnetic isolation was enhanced by the increase of the size of Cu clusters that
nulled the exchange magnetic interaction among the Co entities. These non-ferromagnetic
Co–Cu films are under further study and the results will be published elsewhere.
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Figure 15. (a–c) For θideposition = 55 deg. (a) dependence of the coercive field Hc with x. x is the
proportion of Cu on the target’s surface.; (b) evolution of Hc with the Cu average grain size, d;
(c) dependence of d with x. (d–f) For θideposition = 0 deg., (d) dependence of Hc with x; (e) evolution
of Hc with d; (f) dependence of d with x. The dotted lines are visual guides.
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4. Conclusions

Thin films of Co100−x–Cux were grown by pulsed laser deposition. Their magnetic
properties were tailored by controlling their nano-morphology, their nano-structure and
their composition through changes in growth conditions. Specifically we studied the
influence of (i) the normal or oblique angle of incidence of the plasma during deposition
and (ii) Cu content.

A special morphology of slanted nano-sheets with cylindrical symmetry was generated
only during the growth of the films by oblique incidence (θi = 55 deg.), producing in-plane
uniaxial magnetic anisotropy; the anisotropy field remained constant at ≈35 kAm−1 for
the x = 0, 5, and 10 films, while it decreased when x increased to 20 and 30. This constant
uniaxial anisotropy field was present as long as neither Cu nor Co nano-crystals grew
larger than 1–2 nm. When the Cu crystallites were present, with average sizes larger than
≈5–6 nm and up to 11 nm, the anisotropy decreased, being ≈23% lower. With increasing
Cu content and nano-crystal size, the easy coercive field decreased from 1500 (x = 0) to
100 Am−1 (x = 30). The inter-nano-sheet spaces could act as “non-magnetic inclusions” and
made difficult the nucleation and movement of magnetic domain walls. As the proportion
and size of Cu grains increased, the volume occupied by the weakened nano-sheets would
decrease and Hc significantly decreased.

Activation energy spectra of the temperature-induced structural relaxations processes
were obtained for the 55 deg. samples. For all spectra, it was observed that: (1) an absence
of activated states below a threshold energy, E0 ≈ 1.2 eV; (2) a continuous increase in p0
corresponding to the energy interval from that threshold energy to before the first peak
is reached; (3) two peaks in these activation energy spectra, peaks whose energies were
x-dependent. The continuous increase of p0 in the p0(E0) curves could be attributed to
transformations of the nano-morphology, transformations that were considered to start
in the inter-nano-sheet spaces and to correspond to relaxations of atoms located in these
spaces. This resulted in a continued weakness of the initial nano-morphology. Specifically,
in samples with x ≥ 20, there was an increase in p0 for energies between 1.2 and 1.56 eV
with respect to the curves corresponding to samples x ≤ 10; i.e., the larger the x, the earlier
this nano-sheet coalescence process started. The first peak could be principally associated
to relaxations of the atoms located in the inner parts of the nano-sheets. The second peak
was due to the crystallization of Co (and to a lesser extent Cu), and shifted to higher energy
values on increasing x. This shift had its origin in the greater difficulty of Co grains to
percolate and grow as there were more and larger Cu nano-crystals.

The normally deposited films were magnetically isotropic in their plane and magneti-
cally soft. The size of the Cu crystallites increased with x, from ≈8 nm (x = 5) to ≈19 nm
(x = 30). The coercive field increased from 200 (x = 0) to 1100 Am−1 (x = 30). The small
grains (≈1–2 nm) of Co, initially ferromagnetically coupled, suffered a weakness in their
exchange interaction due to the presence of non-magnetic Cu grains, especially when their
size was larger than 15 nm. These grains increased the number of domain wall pinning
sites and the coercivity Hc increased remarkably.

In both cases of oblique deposition and normal deposition, superparamagnetic behav-
ior was observed for x = 50.
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